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1. What is ELISE? 

ELISE [European Network of AI Excellence Centres] is a network of artificial intelligence 
research hubs. Based on the highest level research, it spreads its knowledge and 
methods in academia, industry and society. 

ELISE aims to make Europe competitive in AI through a network of excellence. The best 
European researchers in machine learning and AI work together to attract talent, to 
foster research through collaboration, and to inspire and be inspired by industry and 
society. 

ELISE builds upon the ELLIS (European Laboratory for Learning and Intelligent Systems) 
network. ELISE Consortium is composed of 23 organizations and coordinated by the 
Aalto University. 

2. Why should you apply?  

ELISE will select 16 SMEs and startups that develop novel AI-based services or 
applications with the support of a Scientific Advisor in one of the ELISE/ELLIS focus 
areas. 
Selected companies will enter the 6-month program and receive: 

-  Up to € 60.000 (lump sum) to develop novel AI-based applications in one of the 
ELISE focus areas. 

-  Visibility through ELISE online channels and events, and dissemination in the 
ELLIS community. 

3. Who can apply? 

SMEs (including startups), applicants, at the moment of applying, must be registered 
legal entities established in: 

● The Member States of the European Union and its Overseas Countries and 
Territories (OCT) or 

●  Associated Countries to H2020 or 
●  The United Kingdom. 

The ELISE partners, or their affiliates or employees, are NOT considered as eligible 
applicants and can NOT apply for funding. 

https://ellis.eu/
https://ellis.eu/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/951847
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/951847
https://www.aalto.fi/en
https://www.aalto.fi/en
https://www.aalto.fi/en
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/2016-2017/annexes/h2020-wp1617-annex-a-countries-rules_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/2016-2017/annexes/h2020-wp1617-annex-a-countries-rules_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/3cpart/h2020-hi-list-ac_en.pdf
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4. What is an SME?  

An SME will be considered as such if it complies with the European Commission’s 

Recommendation 2003/361/EC. As a summary, the criteria defining an SME are: 

➔ Headcount in Annual Work Unit (AWU) less than 250; 

➔ Annual turnover less or equal to €50 million OR annual balance sheet 

total less or equal to €43 million. 

Note that the figures of partners and linked enterprises should also be considered as 

stated in the SME user guide. For detailed information check EU recommendation: 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/sme-definition_en. 

Only SMEs legally established in the following countries will be eligible for the ELISE 

Open Call: 

➔ EU member states and their overseas territories. 

➔ H2020 associated countries. The list of H2020 associated countries is 

available here: 

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/

hi/3cpart/h2020-hi-list-ac_en.pdf.  

➔ The United Kingdom. 

 

5. Are the applicants from the UK, Switzerland, or Israel eligible? 

Yes, organizations registered in the UK and in the H2020 associated countries like 
Switzerland or Israel are eligible to apply and be funded by the ELISE Open Call. 

6. Can an ELISE Consortium Member apply to this call?  

No, the ELISE Consortium Partners cannot participate in this open call.  

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/sme-definition_en
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/3cpart/h2020-hi-list-ac_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/3cpart/h2020-hi-list-ac_en.pdf
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7. What kind of activities are we looking for? 

ELISE is looking for projects based on AI applications that address the development and 
implementation of technology and systems related to  focus areas listed below. Focus 
areas are based on ELISE/ELLIS research programs but are not limited to them as long 
as the proposals will address high-impact societal and economic challenges using 
machine learning. 

8. What are the focus areas? 

 
● Geometric Deep Learning: graph, group and gauge convolutions 
● Robust Machine Learning 
● Interactive Learning and Interventional Representations 
● Machine Learning and Computer Vision 
● Robot Learning: Closing the Reality Gap 
● Human-centric Machine Learning 
● Theory, Algorithms and Computations of Modern Learning Systems 
● Quantum and physics based Machine Learning 
● Natural Intelligence 
● Health 
● Machine Learning in Earth and Climate Sciences 
● Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
● Multimedia / multimodal information 
● Information retrieval 
● Explainability and Fairness in Data Mining 
● Symbolic Machine Learning 

 

Description of focus areas is available in the Guide for Applicants, Annex 2.  
Additional information are also included here: https://ellis.eu/programs 

9. What could be a perfect candidate for the ELISE Open Call? 

The ideal project is the use case of machine learning technology by an SME (startup) that 
fits in at least one of the focus areas. The project should be supported by the Scientific 
Advisor, who creates the link between industry and research. A successful project can 
lead to further collaboration between the SME and the Scientific Advisor. 

https://ellis.eu/programs
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10. Which TRL is expected?  

The preferable initial TRL (Technology Readiness Level) should be TRL 6-7, while the 
initial IRL (Investment) should be IRL 6-7, but applications at lower TRL and IRL can be 
accepted. 

11.  What is TRL?  

TRL - Technology Readiness Level-  Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) are indicators of 
the maturity level of particular technologies. This measurement system provides a 
common understanding of technology status and addresses the entire innovation chain.  

 
There are nine technology readiness levels; TRL 1 is the lowest and TRL 9 the highest.  In 
our project we refer to Annex G of the General Annexes to the Work Programme 2016/17 
for a full description of TRLs.  

 

12. What is IRL? 

Investment Readiness Level is a scale that runs from 1 to 9 and defines the different 
stages of a start-up maturity in relation to value creation and preparedness for 
commercialization. Investment Readiness can be applied to any type of product, service, 
technology, and social innovation.  
IRL is an evidence based demonstration to investors that there’s a repeatable and 
scalable business model. 

13. Can solutions at a lower TRL or IRL than expected be funded? 

Applications with lower TRL and IRL can be accepted as long as the applicant presents 
the road map to reach the higher TRL level. 

14. Who is a Scientific Advisor? 

The Scientific Advisor is a researcher invited by the applicant, who agreed to advise the 
SME (startup) in developing the AI application or service. The Advisor must have a PhD 
in a field that is relevant to the project.  

The advisor must be independent and cannot have any formal links with the applicant 
(NDA, non-disclosure agreement will not be considered as a formal link). 

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2014_2015/annexes/h2020-wp1415-annex-g-trl_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2014_2015/annexes/h2020-wp1415-annex-g-trl_en.pdf
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15. What is the role of a Scientific Advisor? 

The role of a Scientific Advisor is strictly advisory, meaning that the advisor cannot 
participate in the project work, nor receive funding from it or any remuneration. 
Therefore (s)he cannot have any claims to IPR of the project. 

16. What are the tasks of a Scientific Advisor? 

The main tasks of a Scientific Advisor are the following: 

● Application stage: writes a short motivation letter (the form of an email is 
accepted) on why (s)he advises the SME/startup project, 

● Selection stage: provides support to the applicant during the online Jury 
Day, 

● Implementation stage: advises the project, 

● End of the project: provides a short statement giving her/his perspective on 
the outputs of the project. This statement is a part of the final assessment 
of the project results before the final payment. 

 

17.  When should I invite a Scientific Advisor? 

You can invite the Scientific Advisor at any time, before applying to the Open Call, to get 
the extra score in the evaluation or later (but not later than before the Jury Day.) 

18. Where can you find a Scientific Advisor? 

We highly recommend you to look for the Scientific Advisor in ELLIS/ELISE community 
(https://ellis.eu/members). You can also invite a Scientific Advisor outside the ELLIS/ELISE 
community.  

19. What kind of documents are required from a Scientific Advisor 
during the application phase? 

In the Application Form, you should provide the name and surname of your Scientific 
Advisor as well as a link to the LinkedIn profile or webpage of the researcher you invited 
to prove her/his expertise in Machine Learning. 

https://ellis.eu/members
https://ellis.eu/members
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You should also have a short motivation letter in the form of an email from the researcher 
explaining why he/she would like to advise you on this project. ELISE can ask you to 
provide a copy of this email at any time during the selection process or formal check.  

20.  What happens if the company does not have a Scientific Advisor? 

You will not receive 1 extra score during the external evaluation. In this case, during the 
selection process, ELISE will look for the Scientific Advisor in the ELLIS Fellows/Scholars 
and Members community.  
If ELISE cannot find a Scientific Advisor for your project before Jury Day, your project 
cannot enter the Jury Day and be selected for funding. 

21. What are the requirements for a Scientific Advisor? 

The Scientific Advisor must have a PhD in a field that is relevant for the project. Moreover, 
a Scientific Advisor cannot have a formal link with the SME (e.g. be co-founder, member 
of the advisory board, employee or have another potential conflict of interest). This will 
be evaluated case by case. 
 

22. Does Scientific Advisor get paid for his services?  

Scientific Advisor cannot get paid by the team he is advising or receive any other 
remuneration for advising ELISE Open Call participants. His/her benefits for participating 
in the ELISE project are:  

- the suggested open call project has high impact potential and it is related to the 
Advisor's published research, so (s)he would gather "impact points" through the 
publications prepared based on the project he advised to, 

- the Scientific Advisor could be invited to cooperate with the company after the 
open call project will be finished. 

 

23. When is the deadline for submitting a proposal? 

We will evaluate only proposals submitted through the online form 
(https://elise.fundingbox.com/apply) within the deadline 1 July 2021, 13:00 CEST 
(Brussels Time). Upon receipt of each proposal, the system will send you a confirmation 
of your submission. 

https://elise.fundingbox.com/apply
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24. What happens if I do not submit my proposal within the 
deadline? 

We do not accept applications after the deadline. We strongly encourage you not to wait 
until the last minute to submit your proposal. Failure of meeting the submission 
deadline for any reason, including extenuating circumstances, will result in the rejection 
of the proposal. 

25. How long does it take to fill in the application? 

It shouldn’t take more than 1-2 working days as an average. Take into account that 
specific character limits are set in each field of the online application form, so we 
encourage you to keep your proposal focused on the requested information, keeping in 
mind the ELISE concept and the requirements gathered in the Guide for Applicants for 
this call.  
We also recommend you start the submission process quite in advance before the 
deadline in order to avoid last-minute problems. 

26. Can a company submit more than 2 applications?  

No, you cannot submit more than one application. If more than one proposal is identified, 
only the last proposal which has been submitted in order of time will be evaluated. 

27. Will I be able to modify my proposal after submission? 

Yes, you can EDIT your application after you submit it before the deadline, as many times 
as you wish. 

28. What are the selection criteria? 

Each proposal will be evaluated by external evaluators with 3 main awarding criteria 
Excellence, Impact and Implementation. Detailed description you will find in the Guide 
for Applicants, Section 4.3 

29. What type of support is available for preparing the proposal? 

The ‘Guide for Applicants’ is the main reference document. It provides detailed 
information about the requirements of the evaluation and selection process, and the 
Support Program offered by ELISE. 
If you encounter any technical problems when filling in the application form, contact 
info.elise@fundingbox.com and we will do our best to help you. 

mailto:info.elise@fundingbox.com
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30. How to write a proposal that convinces evaluators? 

Make sure you do not leave any information out of your proposal. Be specific and provide 
precise answers to the questions in the application form. 

31. What happens after proposals are submitted? 

Immediately after the deadline for applications submission, the evaluation procedure 
will start. The evaluation process is transparent, fair and equal to all our participants. The 
evaluation is composed of the following phases: eligibility check, pre-scoring, external 
evaluation, consensus meeting and Jury Day. See section 4 of the Guide for Applicants 
for this call for further details, find it at the Application Website. 

32. What are the different evaluation phases and the expected 
schedule? 

The table below presents the indicative dates in which each of the evaluation phases will 
end and the number of expected applicants that would go through to the next phase.  

 

Phase Time Approximate Date Number of applicants 

passing to the Next Phase 

Eligibility Check & Pre-

Scoring 

4 days 2/07/2021 - 6/07/2021 100 

Expert Evaluation Approx. 6 

weeks 

07/07/2021 - 
16/08/2021 

Up to 100 

Consensus Meeting & 

Communication 

1 day Mid-September 
2021 

Up to 24 

Jury Day 1 day End of September 
2021 

Up to 16 

Finalist Communication 1 day 30/09/2021 - 

Legal Check (including 

SME status check) 

3-4 weeks October 2021 Up to 16 
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33. What happens during the online Jury Day? 

If your project is among the finalists, you will be invited to an online Jury Day, where you 
will have the opportunity to pitch your project in front of the ‘Open Call Selection 
Committee’. Before Jury Day you can receive specific questions formulated by the ‘ Open 
Call Selection Committee’ that should be addressed during your pitch. 

During Jury Day your Scientific Advisor should explain why he/she is supporting your 
project. Sending a pitch presentation and attending the Jury Day together with a 
Scientific Advisor will be mandatory requirements for the finalists; not attending any of 
these requirements will automatically imply the exclusion of the proposal from the list. 
After the Jury Day, the ELISE ‘Open Call Selection Committee’ will select the final 
beneficiaries. More on this you will find in the Guide for Applicants, Section 4.5. 

34. How will we check your SME status?  

Before signing the Sub-grant agreement, we are going to verify your SME status. More 
specifically,  we will request you to provide the following documentation: 

● Status information of the beneficiaries.  
● SMEs checklist. In the event they declare being non-autonomous: the balance 

sheet and profit and loss account (with annexes) for the last period for upstream 
and downstream organizations. 

● Financial information. It includes the headcount (AWU), balance, profit & loss 
accounts of the latest closed financial year and the relation, upstream and 
downstream, of any linked or partner company. 

● Legal existence. Company Register, Official Journal or similar, showing the name 
of the organisation, the legal address and registration number and, if applicable, 
a copy of a document proving VAT registration (in case the VAT number does not 
show on the registration extract or its equivalent). Applicants without a VAT 
number will have to provide a certificate from their tax authority to confirm their 
tax ID. 

● In cases where either the number of employees or the ownership is not clearly 
identified: any other supporting documents which demonstrate headcount and 
ownership such as payroll details, annual reports, national regional, association 
records, etc. 

● Name and position of persons authorised to represent the applicant if not clear 
from the registration documents. 

● Bank identification form.  
● Information about participation in other acceleration programmes and another 

H2020 grant received.  
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35. What are the payment conditions and schedule?  

The selected grantees will receive a fixed lump sum of up to €60,000 in 2 instalments: 
● €13,000 at M1 after the Sub Grant Agreement will be signed and the work plan for 

the project (including objectives and deliverables) will be updated based on the 
recommendation from the Open Call Selection Committee 

● €47,000 after the Final Report will be submitted and validated by the ‘Open Call 
Selection Committee’ (the Final Report has to be submitted not later than in M7, 
one month after the project is finished). 
 

36. How ELISE will review the SMEs performance at the end of the 
support period? 

SME (startup) performance at the end of the 6-months support period will be reviewed 

based on the following inputs: 
- Final Report (prepared by SME/startup) which includes: 

● Description of the results achieved by SME/startup (max. 5 pages), 
● Video demonstrating results of the project (max. 5 minutes), 

- Short statement of the Scientific Advisor on the outputs of the project. 
 

37. What is a lump sum?  

The lump sum is a simplified method of settling expenses in projects financed from 
Horizon 2020 funds. It means that you are not required to present strictly defined 
accounting documents to prove the cost incurred (e.g. invoices), but you are obliged 
to demonstrate the implementation of the project in line with the milestones set for 
it. Simply speaking it means that we will assess your progress and quality of your work 
during Final Review, not your accountancy. The milestones (objectives and results) 
must be defined in the application form and (if necessary) elaborated before signing 
the Sub Grant Agreement. 
 
The lump sum does not release you from the obligation to collect documentation to 
confirm the costs under fiscal regulation.  

38. What services does ELISE offer? 

Selected companies will enter the 6-month program and receive: 
-           Up to € 60.000 (lump sum) to develop novel AI-based applications in one of 
ELISE focus areas. 
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-           Visibility through ELISE online channels and events, and dissemination in the 
ELLIS community. 

39. How can we help you? 

If you have extra questions regarding our Open Call process you can send us a message 
to info.elise@fundingbox.com 
In case of any technical issues or problems, please include the following information in 
your message:  
● your username, telephone number and your email address;  
● details of the specific problem (error messages you encountered, bugs 

descriptions, i.e. if a dropdown list isn’t working, etc.); and 
● screenshots of the problem.  
 

40. Is any accountability required on the way the funds have been 
used, e. g. invoices and other financial documents? 

The FSTP beneficiaries will receive a fixed lump sum of up to € 60.000.  
The lump sum is a simplified method that means that the FSTP recipient is not required 
to present accounting documents like invoices, timesheets, etc, to prove that the cost 
was actually incurred. However, ELISE  will assess your progress and quality of your work 
based on the Final Report and Scientific Advisor statement, not your accountancy. In this 
sense, we will ask you to demonstrate the implementation of the project in line with the 
objectives set. In any case, the lump sum methodology does not release you from the 
obligation to collect documentation to confirm the costs under fiscal regulation. 

 


